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Taiyo Yuden: Comprehensive Sales Alliance Signed 
with U.S. Electronic Parts Manufacturer Kemet

 - To Build a Mutually Supporting Relationship toward Expanded Sales
 in Car Electronics Market - 

Taiyo Yuden has signed a comprehensive sales alliance agreement with Kemet Corporation, an electronics 
parts manufacturer headquartered in the U.S. state of South Carolina. The agreement was signed on 
September 25. This alliance will enable Taiyo Yuden and Kemet to engage in mutual sales of each other's 
entire product lines.

The alliance between Taiyo Yuden and Kemet makes a good fit because they have virtually no overlap in 
sales territories or customer bases. As a result, the two companies believe that they can use the sales 
alliance to build up a mutually supportive relationship that will lead to expanded sales.

Taiyo Yuden hopes to use Kemet's strong network of distributors (sales agents) to sell its high-value 
multilayer ceramic capacitors, which are backed by advanced materials technology, to U.S. OEM 
manufacturers, with particularly high expectations for the car electronics market.

Kemet is an electronics parts manufacturer spun off in 1990 from the Union Carbide Co. (now Dow 
Chemical Co.), which was first established back in 1919. The company is engaged in the manufacture and 
sale of tantalum capacitors, multilayer ceramic capacitors, and aluminum electrolytic capacitors.

Taiyo Yuden and Kemet have built up a cooperative relationship since 1997, when the two companies 
began regular information exchanges on the product technology side. Now the relationship is to be 
strengthened even more through a comprehensive sales alliance.

Taiyo Yuden is active mainly in Japan and other Asian regions, where it has strong customer sales channels 
for consumer electronics equipment, information technology, and communications equipment. Kemet, on 
the other hand, holds strong sales channels in the United States, with a particular focus on the car 
electronics market. As a result, the comprehensive sales tie-up is expected to complement their strengths, 
and to lead to a mutual expansion of sales.

The two companies have formed a project team for the tie-up agreement. The team will promote smooth 
implementation of the agreement, and strive to build up the relationship between the two companies.

[Overview of Kemet]
Name :        Kemet Corporation
Representative :    Per-Olof Loof (Chief Executive Officer & Director)
Location :        5928 Greenville ,South Carolina 29606 U.S.A.
Annual sales :       425,338 thousand U.S. dollars (March 2005 term)
Year established : 1990
URL :          http://www.kemet.com/


